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Abstract -- This paper presents an e-learning tool for exploring
the back-propagation neural network architecture. It is
developed using MS Visual Studio / Visual C++ 2012. It is
context sensitive meaning that it displays systems dynamic
equations according to the context. Functionality of the
developed package include: 1. At its highest-level, the
software has two modes of operation: the training mode and
the recall mode. 2. While in training mode, it has two submodes: one is for the learning and the other is for applicationdevelopment. 3. In learning mode, the software generates textoutput traces corresponding to each step in the top-down
design of the neural network architecture. 4. The generated
numeric traces have dual-usage: they can be used either for
learning purposes or for generating class room tests. 5. While
training at application-level, software displays only the inputoutput relations -- before and after the training values, as the
goal here is to develop an application. 6. In training mode the
software generates a cumulative error-index to monitor the
progress of the network training both at the application-level
as well as at the individual measurement data pair-level. 7. It
enables you to include the network training termination
criteria. 8. At the end of the network training, it is stores the
trained network into a text-file. 9. In test or recall mode, the
trained network is retrieved from the stored-file, and then it
generates the network response due to a test input. 10. The
software is essentially tailored for class room teaching and for
creating class-room tests.

II. BACK-PROPAGATION NEURAL NET
ARCHITECTURE
Fig. 1 shows the architecture of the back-propagation neural
network architecture with one hidden layer. One can have any
number of hidden layers in the back-propagation network [1].
Typically there are two hidden layers, but one is sufficient for
majority of the applications. In this software we have used one
hidden layer to simplify overall network complexity. As
shown, it is a multi-layer, fully-connected, feed-forward
network. The three layers are: the input layer (in), the hiddenlayer (hl), and the output-layer (ol).

Key Words: BP Neural Network; e-Learing tool; Contextsensitive help; Modeling and simulation; Educational
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I. INTRODUCTION
Back propagation neural network architecture is complex
and it requires a good e-learning tool to master its
understanding [1, 2]. Some of the commercial and open-source
BP-NNA software packages include: 1. MathWorks Neural
Network Toolbox [3]; 2. Back-propagation neural network
software from soft112.com [4]; 3. BP-C#-program by
McCaffrey [4]; 4. Neural network C#-libraries from
codeproject [5]; 5. Griiffith’s-trace [7]; 6. Wikipedia has
excellent review on neural network software [8]. Each of the
above tools have their own merits, the tool presented in this
paper excels for learning and teaching. Our output trace
generated is similar to the one in Griiffith’s-trace [7] with
exception of embedded system dynamic equations. The
following sections describe the BP e-Learing tool.

Figure 1. Back-propagation Neural Network Architecture.
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given by the following sets of equations. Input layer sums Is
and acts Ys are given by:

The weight-matrices of the input-layers, hidden-layer, and the
output-layer are correspondingly denoted as Win, Whl, and
Wout. Initially all its weight matrices are initialized with
small adaptive random weights (Ad-Rnd-Wts) between ± 0.1.
A bias-elements B (the 0th-element) is added to the input and
the hidden-layer. How information is processed within each of
the neural elements is specified by their neurodynamics. The
neurodynamics is a combination of a summation function SF
followed by a transfer function TF. All of the layers use the
weighted summation function (weighted-sum). The transfer
function, however, can be different for each layer. Input and
the hidden-layers can have sine or sigmoid or tanh transfer
functions (S/G/T). Output layer can also have above three
transfer functions; however, we have fixed it as sigmoid to
simplify the complexity of the network training algorithm.
One can have any number of elements in each layer (INmax,
HLmax, OLmax). This educational version of the software
number of elements is limited to 25. For each layer the
internal activations are denoted by I or sum (Iin, Ihl, Iout) and
the corresponding output activations denoted as Y or act (Yin,
Yhl, Yout).

PImax

∑

Win ji * X pi

(4)

Yin j = TF1 * Iin j

(5)

Iin j =

i=0

With TF1 = sigmoid, Yin is given by:
Yin j =

Ihl j =

Ilmax

∑

Whl ji * Yin i

(7)

Yhl j = TF2 * Ihl j

(8)

i=0

The training of BP-network involves the following steps:
1a. Initialize the network weights with small random weights:

Output layer sums and acts are given by:

(1)

Iol j =

where, k is the layer number: k = 0, is the primary input layer
PI; k = 1, is the input-layer IL; k = 2, is the hidden layer HL;
and k = 3, is the output layer OL. W kji , is the weight from i1b. Set initial values: Initialize the training cycle number to
zero: n = 0; and tolerable error-level to a desirable value:
TssTh = typically 0.1.

∑

Wol ji * Yhli

(9)

Yol j = TF3 * Iol j

(10)

In this software TF3 is sigmoid.
4. Compute Tssp: find the mean square error of the current
pattern:

2. Set initial values for each epoch of training cycle: Initialize
pattern number to zero: p = 0; Global and local error-flags to
zero: flagG = 0, flagL = 0. An error occurs when the computed
value is different from the desired value.

Tss p =

3. Do a forward-pass: apply the primary input vector Xp to
the network and compute the corresponding output vector
Yout. The generalized equations to compute internal
activations Is and corresponding output activations Ys for any
layer is given by:
k -1
I kj = ∑ W kji * X i

Hlmax
i=0

th-element in (k-1)-th layer to the j-th-element in k-th layer.

Nk

(6)

where G is the gain factor and is usually between 1 and 10.
Hidden layer sums and acts are given by:

III. BP NETWORK TRAINING MODE

W kji = rand(-0.1, +0.1)

1
1+ e - (Iinj *G)

1

N3

∑ (D3pj - Y3j )

2

N 3 j= 0

(11)

Here, Dp and Y are desired and the correspondingly computed
values at the output layer.
If ( D3pj - Y 3j ) > TssTh for any j = 1,..N3;
then set flagL = flagG = 1; else Go to step 6.

(2)

i=0

Y kj = TF k * I kj

5a. Find error functions, weight-changes; and new weights
If flagL = 1, compute error functions δs for each element; the
weight-changes DWs; and the new weights W’s. The error
functions are needed to find weight-changes to the network.
Error functions at the output-layer, with sigmoid TF, are given
by:

(3)

Here, X0 represents primary input vector X; TF3 is the TF for
the output layer which is fixed as sigmoid in this software; and
TF1 and TF2 are the TFs for the input and the hidden layer
TFs which can be any one of sine or sigmoid or tanh.
Individual layer internal activations corresponding outputs are

δ 3j = Y 3j (1- Y 3j )*(D 3j - Y 3j )
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New weights W(n+1) are computed as the old weights W(n)
plus the weight-changes DW(n), n being the previous cycle
and n+1 is the current cycle:

Here, 3 is the output-layer number. The error function is a
product of gradient * error. In (12) the gradient is Y(1 – Y),
and the error is (D - Y). The gradient for different TFs is
different, for sigmoid it is Y(1 –Y) [1]. The error in known at
the output-layer, as the desired value D and correspondingly
computed value Y are known. For other lower-level layers Ys
are known but not the desired values Ds.
The generic error functions for the other-layers are computed
as:
δ kj = Y kj (1- Y kj ) *

N k+1

∑

m =1

k +1

W k+1
jm δ m

(13)

OLmax

∑

m =1

Wol jm δol m

δin j = Yin j (1- Yin j)*

∑

Whl jm δhl m

(14)

(21)

pmax -1
1
* ∑ Tssp i
pmax
i=0

(22)

If flagG = 0; then Go to Step 8.
Else Set n = n + 1; then Go to Step 2.
That is, repeat Steps 2 through 7 until all patterns are trained
with acceptable error.

(15)

8. Write trained network to a file; Write cumulative network
error TssC to a file; End network training.
IV. BP RECALL MODE
In recall or test mode, for given test input X, the network
estimates Yout by successively computing activation vectors
Yin, Yhl, and Yout. The estimated Yout-response will be the
nearest output-match corresponding to the entered input. You
can enter into the recall mode only after the network is trained.
In this mode, first the trained network is read from bp-ckt.txt
file which is generated at the end of training mode. For a test
input X it finds the corresponding output Yout. The activation
vectors Yin, Yhl, and Yout are computed as:

5b. Find weight changes:
Find weight changes from primary inputs to the input-layer
elements, DWin:
(16)

Here, α is the training coefficient ranging from 0.1 to 1.0; i =
0,..,PImax; and j = 1,..ILmax. Find weight changes from
input-layer-elements to the hidden-layer elements, DWhl:

Yin j = Y1j = TF1* Iin j = TF1*

(17)

Here, i = 0,..,ILmax; and j = 1,..HLmax.
Find weight changes from hidden-layer-elements to the
output-layer elements, DWol:

DWol ji = α* δol j * Yhl i

Wol(n +1) ji = Wol(n ) ji + DWol(n ) ji

7b. Go to next epoch-training:

Here, the error of an input layer element is computed as the
weighted summation of the hidden-layer error-functions.

DWhl ji = α* δhl j * Yin i

(20)

TssC(n) =

m =1

DWin ji = α* δin j * X pi

Whl(n +1) ji = Whl(n ) ji + DWhl(n ) ji

7a. Compute TssC:
Normalized cumulative error, in cycle n, of all patterns is
given as:

Here, the error of a hidden layer element is computed as the
weighted summation of the output-layer error-functions. For
each value of j, m varies from 1 to OLmax. The error
functions for the input layer elements are computed as:
HLmax

(19)

6. Go to next pattern to train:
Set p = p + 1; if (p < pmax) go to Step 3.

That is, error-functions of the lower-level layers are computed
from the upper-level layers. The error functions for the hidden
layer elements are computed as:
δhl j = Yhl j (1- Yhl j)*

Win(n +1) ji = Win(n ) ji + DWin(n ) ji

PImax

Yhl j = Y 2j = TF 2 * Ihl j = TF 2 *

(18)

∑

i=0

Win ji * X i

ILMax

∑

i=0

Yout j = Y 3j = TF3 * Iout j = TF3 *

Whl ji * Yin i

HLmax

∑

i=0

Wout ji * Yhl i

(23)

(24)

(25)

Here, i = 0,..,HLmax; and j = 1,..OLmax.
In (23), j = 1,..ILmax; in (24), j = 1,..JLmax; and in (25), j =
1,..OLmax;

5c. Find new weights W(n+1):
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mode with multiple-patterns. Table 6 is the corresponding
output simulation trace. Here the details of training are
disabled; the emphasis is placed on the application
development. Table 7 contains the output simulation while BP
is in recall mode or test mode. Various phases of network
recall include: 1. reading and printing the trained network; 2.
for a given input vector X, doing forward-pass to find Yout;
and 3. prompting how to terminate the recall session.

V. THE BP-SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE
Fig. 2 shows the overall architecture of the BP-software.

Figure 2. The BP-Software Architecture.
In Fig. 2, bp-infile.txt is the input data file; bp-outfile-trainingmode.txt is the output trace generated during the network
training; bp-outfile-ckt.txt is the output file that contains the
trained bp-network; bp-outfile-recall-mode.txt is the output
simulation trace generated during the network recall.

Figure 3. Cumulative network RMS-error in successive
training cycles: TssC

VI. THE BP-SIMULATOR: OUTPUT SIMULATION
TRACE: TRAINING MODE

VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents Back-Propagation Neural Network
Architecture software for educational use. Back-propagation is
a complex neural network; e-learning tool such as the one
presented in this paper will be an invaluable tool for mastery
of the BP-network.

Table 1is the input data file to run the network in learning
mode. The tables 2 through 7 are the generated output files in
different modes of BP-simulation. The table 1 input data file
contains network specification – number of elements in each
layer of the BP-network; their transfer functions; percenatage
of weight changes to make in each successive cycle of
training; training termination criteria; and the patterns to train.
Table 2 is the output simulation trace while network is in
learning-training-mode; this trace is useful for learning about
the BP-network; it can also be used for test generation –
formulation of numeric problems on BP-NNA. Major phases
of training include: 1. doing forward-pass – where activations
of each element of the network are computed for a given input
vector X; 2. finding the error functions for each element of the
network; 3. finding weight-changes to the network weights; 4.
finding new weights of the network; and finally 5. finding
cumulative network error TssC. Table 3 contains the trained
BP-network -- the number elements in each layer; each-layer’s
transfer functions; and the trained network weights. Table 4
gives the cumulative RMS-error in successive cycles of
training. This is also shown in a chart-form in Fig. 3. The
network is continues to be trained until the network’s
cumulative error TssC is less than the set threshold error
TssTh. For the trained network shown in Tables 2; it took 61
cycles to train with an initial error of 0.51. Table 5 contains an
input-data file to train BP-network in application-development
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